LUMCON is a leader in marine science education distinguished by our emphasis on skill-based hands-on experiences designed to educate and inspire.

Camp Dates: June 7-13, 2020

Camp Location: DeFelice Marine Center, Cocodrie, Louisiana

Camp Cost: Free – Sponsored by Chevron

Camp Description: LUMCON (with the generous support from Chevron) is offering a marine technology and ocean exploration camp in June of 2020. LUMCON’s DeFelice Marine Center is uniquely situated to offer the best marine science education experiences. LUMCON’s world-class research vessels, oceanographic equipment, laboratories, science staff, and proximity to the Gulf of Mexico make it the ideal location for a one week-residential camp focusing on marine technologies and related STEM careers. This camp is an experience designed to combine the expertise and knowledge of marine scientists and Louisiana’s marine industries to train the next generation of ocean technology professionals. This workshop will provide students with the access to marine scientists, current ocean science, and industry for the one exceptional opportunity to learn from experts from many different career areas. This camp will broaden the typical view of what STEM careers are available in Louisiana and introduce students to potential mentors, advisors, or future employers that can help them further their career and academic goals.

Camp Highlights: Field and laboratory activities make each day a new adventure.

Camp activities include:

- cruises aboard research vessels
- build and maintain monitoring systems
- learn about ocean exploration technologies
- scientific discussions with science professionals
- data management training
- engineering projects